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PC 6.8.1: Conformal, Multi-Layer FSS Structures for Radomes 
General Dynamics Mission Systems, Inc (General Dynamics), located in Marion, VA, is a 
world-class developer, designer and manufacturer of high quality, lightweight composite 
components for aerospace customers in the commercial and defense markets. General Dynamics 
has over 75 years of radome design, manufacturing, and testing experience. Prior work 
performed at General Dynamics related to frequency selective surfaces (FSS) development 
includes full production of FSS radomes. We have also initiated research and development 
(R&D) in advanced FSS structures development, produced modeling, mock-up assembly and 
radio frequency (RF) measurement results for target structures. Under NextFlex Project 716039, 
we combine our experience with the advanced printing technologies of our teammates, UMass 
Lowell (aerosol jet) and Space Foundry (plasma jet).  
UMass Lowell has led projects focused on developing printing process and surface adhesion on 
curved alternate material systems. They have also developed significant experience in printing 
repeatable and reliable RF structures in the X-band and Ku-band and have begun working on 
technology transitions for thin film flexible RF surfaces. This is combined with years of 
experience designing, fabricating, and testing metasurface structures for high temperature 
operation. 
Space Foundry has demonstrated plasma jet printing of various materials including silver, 
copper, inorganic and organic materials. The plasma jet printing technology allows multiple 
process parameters to be optimized to tailor the film thickness, film porosity, uniformity, 
conductivity, dielectric constant, surface chemistry, etc.  
Use of FSS or more generally, metamaterials is an established technology that gives the designer 
added degrees of freedom when engineering bandpass or bandstop radar transmissive structures, 
reflectance behavior, integrated transformational optics and other features into antenna 
coverings. Widely acknowledged as useful, FSS implementation within multilayers and for 
doubly curved outer mold line geometries is currently possible but is hindered by manufacturing 
complexity and cost and slowed by an imperfect alliance between modeling and design tools and 
manufacturing tools. Use of integrated metamaterials (also known as hybrid structures) is also 
complicated by assembly process compatibility, thermal expansion and mechanical stress 
limitations. Moreover, as sensors become more prolific on platforms, metamaterial design 
concepts can emerge that may not be achievable using traditional manufacturing techniques. 
To solve cost and complexity problems associated with traditional manufacture of conformal 
multilayer FSS structures, the General Dynamics team will incorporate additive manufacturing 
solutions. Additive manufacturing, however, requires more development to address precise inter-
layer alignment of printed elements on opaque composite layup materials commonly used in 
radome manufacturing at the part scales required.  
To achieve this, we propose a stepwise progression of multilayer prototype demonstrations made 
using a production-relevant assembly scheme. We have chosen two additive techniques for this 
project which were selected for their 1) feature resolution, 2) ink compatibility with composite 
aerostructures materials and shapes, and 3) imminent extensibility to large format print 
platforms: aerosol jet (aerojet) printing and plasma jet printing.  

 


